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Data Is The New Gold

Executive Summary

• The demand to protect networks and data has risen with the 

frequency of cyber attacks

• Fortinet is at the forefront of the industry offering solutions 

to many subsectors cyber security

Thesis Points

• Increase demand for WAN security allowing for superior 

network endpoint security

• Growth in FortiCare technical support services

• Growth in FortiSOAR services allowing for security 

operations teams to customize, optimize and automate their 

security process



Company Overview
Who is Fortinet?

Customers

Main Products

Revenue Segments

● Clients include S&P 500 and Fortune 100 

organizations as well as hundreds of thousands 

of SMBs

• Develops and markets cybersecurity products 

and services to businesses and governments of 

all sizes

• Founded in 2000 by two brothers and 

headquartered in Sunnyvale, California

• Flagship product is FortiGate firewall that filters 

network traffic to protect against threats

• Increasing use of Machine Learning and 

Artificial Intelligence throughout product line
• Security driven networking - provides 

protection against primarily against external 

threats to company networks

• Dynamic cloud security - secures public and 

private cloud-based data and systems 

• AI-driven security operations - provides in 

depth analytics, faster detections, and greater 

responses to cyber threats

• Zero-trust access - Secures weak endpoints and 

helps organizations defend against credential 

theft

Company Industry Thesis Valuation Risks



Industry Overview

Industry Growth Increase in Hacks

• Cyber security market was is $156.5 in 2019

• Expected to grow at a 10% CAGR from 

2020-2027

• Growing popularity of digitalization causes 

for a high demand for protection of data

• There has been a recent increase in cyber 

attacks

• The average cost of a cyber breach is over $1 

million 

• 43% of cyber attacks target small businesses

• Since COVID-19 the US FBI reported a 

300% increase in cybercrimes
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Network Security Infrastructure Security

Cloud Security Endpoint Protection

Industry Overview

• Hardware appliances that include built-in 

security and networking 

features/functionalities such as firewall, 

software-defined networking, and network 

access control

• Expected to grow as consumers continue to 

move to computing devices

• Automated and integrated security platform 

that extends beyond the network to cover 

other attack vectors such as network core, 

apps, and other data centers

• Grows as consumers collect more data and 

move operations online

• Connecting consumers securely to and across 

their hybrid, public and private cloud 

environments

• Grows as the on-demand availability of 

computer system resources, especially data 

storage and computing power, without direct 

active management by the user increases

• Protecting end-customers from advanced 

threats that target their devices and the data 

through advanced threat protection, incident 

monitoring, and response

• Grows as cyber attacks increase and 

inadvertent data leakage becomes more 

frequent/serious
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Fortinet’s Wide Area Network (WAN) products benefit from the proliferation of work from home

• Increased demand for WAN security benefits Fortinet’s FortiGate line of products, which provide 

WAN acceleration 

• Widespread adoption of hybrid WFH and in-person office model ensures stability of demand

• Proprietary FortiOS platform reduces dependence on third parties

• Fortinet’s recent attempts at expanding their international footprint (particularly in the A-PAC 

region) have been successful 

• Acquisition of OPAC systems gives Fortinet significant lead over competitors in the Zero Trust 

Security Space

Investment Thesis - Wide Area Networks
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Fortinet could potentially capitalize on the rapidly-growing IoT market

• Pre-existing relationships with leading cloud 

providers, who are also doing cutting-edge 

work in IoT (e.g. Waymo (Google), Alexa 

(Amazon), Hololens (Microsoft), Ant Financial 

(Alibaba)

• Forti-NAC line of products provide Zero 

Trust Network Access support for IoT 

devices - edge over competitors due to OPAC 

systems acquisition

• Secure wireless networking solutions through 

FortiAP line of products can be used for 

combined ecosystems of IoT and non IoT 

devices

• Advances in IoT = Possible revaluation as 

per IoT / AI, ML industry standards

Investment Thesis - IoT Endpoint Security 
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FortiCare Technical Support Services FortiGuard Security Services

Clientele Bundle Packages

Investment Thesis – Technical Support

• Deliver technical support 24 hrs/day, 7 

days/wk

• Advanced services including premium 

support, professional services, & replacement 

delivery parts

• Provide knowledge management tools and 

customer self-help portals 

• Increased deferred revenue by 27%  in 2019

• Advanced threat protection

• Unified threat protection

• Enterprise protection

• 360 Protection

• Leverage seasoned AI and machine learning 

technologies

• Insight into worldwide threats through global 

network of more than three million sensors

• Analyze over 100 billion security events per 

day

• Seasoned threat hunters and incident 

responders

• Niche industry

• Increase in clients and tech support will lead 

to greater subscriptions of FortiCare and 

FortiGuard 

• Client receives output but requires experts to 

interpret data 

• Fortinet expects service revenue to exceed 

product revenue in the upcoming quarters



• Holistic security orchestration - designed 

for SOC teams optimizing productivity while 

defending against cyber attacks

• Custom Automated Framework -

consolidates threat information unifying 

organization’s security team 

• Midwest Debut - “We were excited to be 

selected to launch FortiSOAR in our region, 

and even more excited to see where this takes 

our company”

• Government Agencies - Potential to tap 

into a larger customer relation with 

government

• Service - Largest stream of revenue which 

new products will grow

Investment Thesis – FortiSOAR

FortiSOAR Overview Market and Reviews

• Breaches with a life cycle of less than 200 

days were on average $1.22 million less costly 

than those with a life cycle of more than 200 

days

• The SOAR market is expected to grow to 

reach nearly $1.8 billion at a CAGR of 15.6% 

from 2019 to 2024

Too Many 

Alerts
Repetitive 

Tasks 

Disparate 

Tools

Staff 

Shortages
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Catalysts 

• There was a 50% increase in SMBs reporting data breaches compared to last year

• 85% of MSPs reported attacks against SMBs over the last two years

• The largest threats to SMBs in 2020 are ransomware (46%) and phishing (25%)

• One In Five SMBs Don't Use Any Cybersecurity, FTNT well positioned because of products tailored 

to SMBs

Unrealized Demand For SMB Cybersecurity

Growth in Laws Requiring Cybersecurity

• Governments inside and outside the U.S. are 

passing cyber security and data requirements

• Fortinet helps these companies comply and 

meet these requirements



Valuation

Revenue Build

CompsWACC
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Valuation

DCF
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Risks

Acquisition Integration

Reliability

Intellectual Property

• Friction with the integration of the OPAQ Networks acquisition

• Reliability is a core part of the cyber business, if one of their clients get breached, they are at risk of 

many other clients leaving 

• Fortinet is a leader in the cyber industry because of their intellectual property offering more superior 

solutions

• If other cyber security companies can bring similar technology to market, this can hurt Fortinet’s 

competitive advantage
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